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TAXATION
Craig D. Bell *
I. INTRODUCTION
This article reviews significant recent developments in the law
affecting Virginia taxation. Each section covers legislative chang-
es, judicial decisions, and selected opinions or pronouncements
from the Virginia Department of Taxation and the Attorney Gen-
eral of Virginia over the past year. Part One of this article dis-
cusses legal developments regarding taxes imposed and adminis-
tered by the Commonwealth. Section II addresses changes made
to Virginia corporate and individual tax law, Section III covers
legal changes pertaining to retail sales and use taxes, and Section
IV covers changes to state tax administration. Part Two of this
article documents legal developments of local government taxes.
Sections V and VI address changes to the law regarding Virginia
real and personal property taxes. Section VII discusses judicial
and legislative changes regarding Virginia's business professional
occupation license tax. Section VIII addresses several miscellane-
ous local taxes and tax administration applicable to local govern-
ment taxing authorities.
* Partner, McGuireWoods LLP, Richmond, Virginia; LL.M. in Taxation, 1986, Mar-
shall-Wythe School of Law, College of William & Mary; J.D., 1983, State University of
New York at Buffalo; M.B.A., 1980, Syracuse University; B.S., 1979, Syracuse University.
Mr. Bell practices primarily in the areas of state and local taxation, and civil and criminal
tax litigation. He is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel, a Fellow of the Vir-
ginia Law Foundation, a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation, a Barrister of the J. Ed-
gar Murdock Inn of Court (U.S. Tax Court), an adjunct professor of tax law at the College
of William & Mary School of Law, and a past chair of both the Tax and Military Law Sec-
tions of the Virginia State Bar and the Tax Section of the Virginia Bar Association. Mr.
Bell is an Emeritus Director of The Community Tax Law Project, a non-profit pro bono
provider of tax law services for the working poor, and is its recipient of the Lifetime Pro
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The overall purpose of this article is to provide Virginia tax and
general practitioners with a concise overview of the recent devel-
opments in Virginia taxation that will most likely impact their
practices. This article does not, however, discuss many of the nu-
merous technical legislative changes to title 58.1 of the Virginia
Code, which covers taxation.
PART ONE: TAXES ADMINISTERED BY THE VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION
II. RECENT SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY AFFECTING
INCOME TAx
A. Fixed Date of Conformity
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-301, which mandates conformity to the terms of the Internal
Revenue Code ("IRC"), to advance Virginia's fixed date of con-
formity from January 22, 2010, to December 31, 2010.' Virginia
continues, however, to disallow the federal bonus depreciation
deductions, except for any bonus depreciation allowed under IRC
§ 168(n), which is designed to benefit qualified disaster assistance
property and any five-year carryback of federal net operating loss
deductions. The new conformity date enables the state to adopt a
number of tax provisions contained in five laws enacted by Con-
gress since January 22, 2010, which affect income taxation in
Virginia.' These five new laws include the Health Care and Edu-
cation Reconciliation Act of 2010,4 in combination with the Pa-
tient Protection and Affordable Care Act,' which together expand
healthcare coverage and provide several tax-related requirements
1. Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 866, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-301(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Feb. 16, 2011, ch. 2, 2011 Va. Acts (codi-
fied as amended at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-301(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)). For additional guid-
ance, see VA. DEP'T OF TAXATION, PUB. Doc. 11-22 (Feb. 18, 2011) [hereinafter TAX
BULLETIN 11-22], available at http://www.policylibrary.tax.virginia.gov/OTP/policy.nsf (fol-
low "Tax Bulletins" hyperlink; then follow "2011" hyperlink; then follow "VTB 11-1 (PD 11-
22)" hyperlink).
2. TAX BULLETIN 11-22, supra note 1, at 2-3; VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-301(B)(2) (Repl.
Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011); see I.R.C. § 168(n) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
3. TAX BULLETIN 11-22, supra note 1, at 2.
4. Pub. L. No. 111-152, 124 Stat. 1029 (codified in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
5. Pub. L. No. 111-148; 124 Stat. 119 (codified in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
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and incentives.' The new conformity date permits Virginia to con-
form to the increase in expensing of certain depreciable business
assets set forth in the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment
Act.
In addition, the various tax provisions contained in the Educa-
tion Jobs and Medicaid Assistance Act of 2010,' the Small Busi-
ness Jobs Act of 2010,9 and the Tax Relief, Unemployment Insur-
ance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 201010 are all
conformed as a result of the Virginia legislature moving the Vir-
ginia Tax Code's conformity date to December 31, 2010.11 Perhaps
the most important of these tax changes for Virginians will be the
temporary increase in the federal earned income tax credit pur-
suant to IRC § 32(b)(3) for taxable year 2010.12 Additionally, the
IRC § 179 expense in lieu of depreciation amount was increased
to $500,000, and the phase-out threshold amount applicable to
businesses seeking to take advantage of the increased annual ex-
pense limit was raised to $2 million for taxable years 2010 and
2011.13
The conformity legislation also continues to allow the partial
deferral of some of the income tax deductions related to cancella-
tion of debt income realized in connection with a requisition of
business debt at a discount for specified debt reacquired for part
of taxable year 2010.14 For taxable year 2010, taxpayers with can-
cellation of debt income resulting from transactions on or before
April 21, 2010 may elect to report the addition required by con-
formity in equal amounts over three taxable years: 2010, 2011,
and 2012.' Taxpayers must add back the entire amount of any
cancellation of debt income resulting from transactions after
April 21, 2010.16 Virginia's new conformity legislation also re-
pealed the provision adopted in the 2010-2012 Appropriations
6. TAx BULLETIN 11-22, supra note 1, at 2.
7. Id.; Pub. L. No. 111-14, 124 Stat. 71 (codified in scattered sections of 26 U.S.C.).
8. Pub. L. No. 111-226, 124 Stat. 2389 (codified in scattered sections of 26 U.S.C.).
9. Pub. L. No. 111-240, 124 Stat. 2504 (codified in scattered sections of 15 U.S.C.).
10. Pub. L. No. 111-312, 124 Stat. 3296 (codified in scattered sections of 26 U.S.C.).
11. TAX BULLETIN 11-22, supra note 1, at 2.
12. Id.; see I.R.C. § 32(b)(3) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
13. I.R.C. § 179(b)(2) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
14. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-301(B)(4) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
15. Id.
16. Id.
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Act that disallows the deduction for qualified motor vehicle taxes
pursuant to IRC § 164(a)(6) because the federal deduction was on-
ly applicable to qualified vehicles purchased in 2009."
B. Barge and Rail Usage Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted new Virginia Code section
58.1-439.12:09 to provide a tax credit that can be claimed by qual-
ifying international trade facilities and applied against various
types of tax liability." "The amount of the credit [is] $25 per 20-
foot equivalent unit (TEU) moved by barge or rail rather than by
trucks or other motor vehicles on [Virginia's] highways."1 9 The
credit is available to a company that meets the definition of an in-
ternational trade facility for taxable years beginning on and after
January 1, 2011, but before January 1, 2015.20 The credit may be
allowed against corporate and personal income taxes, fiduciary
tax, bank franchise tax, insurance license tax, or the license tax
imposed on public service companies furnishing water, heat,
light, or power.2 1
For purposes of this credit, an "international trade facility" is
defined as a company that:
(1) is doing business in [Virginia] and engaged in port-related activi-
ties, including but not limited to warehousing, distribution, freight
forwarding, and handling, and goods processing; (2) has the sole dis-
cretion and authority to move cargo in containers originating or ter-
minating in [Virginia]; (3) uses maritime port facilities located in
[Virginia]; and (4) uses barges and rail systems to move cargo con-
tainers through port facilities in [Virginia] rather than trucks or
other motor vehicles on [Virginia's] highways. 22
An international trade facility will not be allowed to claim the tax
credit unless it applies to the Department of Taxation and the
17. Act of Feb. 16, 2011, ch. 2, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-301, -301(B)(7) editor's note (Cum. Supp. 2011), repealing id. § 58.1-301(B)(7)
(Supp. 2010); I.R.C. § 164(a)(6) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
18. Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 861, 2011 Va. Acts (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
439-12:06(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 820, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified
at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:09(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
19. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:09(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Id. § 58.1-439.12:09(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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Tax Department approves the credit. 23 "The Department [of Taxa-
tion will] determine the credit amount allowable for the year and
[will] provide a written certification to the international trade fa-
cility."24 The "certification [must] report the amount of the tax
credit approved by the [Tax] Department," and the international
trade facility must "attach the certification to the applicable tax
return."25 The Tax Commissioner cannot issue more than $1.5
million in tax credits in any fiscal year of Virginia.2 6
The amount of any credit attributable to a partnership ... [S corpo-
ration[, or limited liability company [must] be allocated to the indi-
vidual partners, shareholders, or members, respectively, in propor-
tion to their ownership or interest in such business entities. Any
credit not usable for the taxable year may be carried over for the
next five taxable years or until such credit is fully taken, whichever
occurs first. The amount of credit allowed . . . [must] not exceed the
tax imposed for the taxable year. No credit [can] be carried back to a
preceding taxable year. . . . If a taxpayer that is subject to the tax
limitation . . . is allowed another credit . . . or has a credit carryover
from a preceding taxable year, [that] taxpayer [will] be considered to
have first utilized any credit that does not have a carryover provi-
sion, and then any credit that is carried forward from a preceding
taxable [credit], before using [this] credit.27
C. Port Volume Increase Income Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted an income tax credit that
can be claimed by a "taxpayer engaged in the manufacturing of
goods or the distribution of manufactured goods that uses port fa-
cilities in [Virginia] and increases its port cargo volume at these
facilities by a minimum of [5%] in a single calendar year over its
base year port cargo volume."28 The tax credit may be used
against corporate and personal income taxes in an amount de-
termined by the Virginia Port Authority. 29 The credit is available
23. Id. § 58.1-439.12:09(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id. § 58.1-439.1209(D)-(E) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
28. Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 872, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
439.12:10(B)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 831, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codi-
fied at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:10(B)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
29. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:10(B)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, but be-
fore January 1, 2016.3
The legislation provides a number of definitions specific to this
tax credit. "'Base year port cargo' volume means the total amount
of net tons of noncontainerized cargo or TEUs of cargo actually
transported by way of a waterborne ship or vehicle through a port
facility during the period from January 1, 2010 through Decem-
ber 31, 2010."31 To be eligible for the credit, a taxpayer's "[b]ase
year port cargo volume must be at least 75 net tons of non-
containerized cargo or 10 loaded TEUs."3 2 The legislation provides
that:
[F]or a taxpayer that does not ship that amount in the year ending
December 31, 2010, including the taxpayer who locates in Virginia
after December 31, 2010, its base cargo volume will be measured by
the initial January 1 through December 31 calendar year in which it
meets the requirements of 75 net tons of noncontainerized cargo or
10 loaded TEUs. Base year port cargo volume must be recalculated
each calendar year after the initial base year.33
A "majority facility" defined in the statute means "a new facili-
ty to be located in Virginia that is projected to import or export
cargo through a port in excess of 25,000 TEUs in its first calendar
year."34 "Port cargo volume" is defined in the statute as "the total
amount of net tons of noncontainerized cargo or containers meas-
ured in TEUs of cargo transported by way of a waterborne ship or
vehicle through a port facility."3 5 A "port facility" is defined as
"any publicly or privately owned facility located within [Virginia]
through which cargo is transported by way of a waterborne ship
or vehicle to or from destinations outside [Virginia] and which
handles cargo owned by third parties in addition to cargo owned
by the port facility's owner."36 Lastly, "TEU" means "a volumetric
measure based on the size of a container that is 20-feet long by [8]
feet wide by [8] feet, [6] inches high."3 7
30. Id.
31. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
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To qualify for this port volume increase income tax credit, qual-
ifying taxpayers must increase their port cargo volume by a min-
imum of 5% in a qualifying calendar year in order to receive a $50
credit for each TEU above the base year port cargo volume.38
A qualifying taxpayer that is a major facility ... [will] receive a $50
credit . . . for each TEU transported through a port facility during
the major facility's first calendar year. A qualifying taxpayer may
not receive more than $250,000 [credit] for each calendar year....
The maximum amount of credits allowed for all qualifying taxpayers
... [must] not exceed $3.2 million for each calendar year. . . .3 If on
March 15 of each year the $3.2 million amount of credit is not fully
allocated among qualifying taxpayers, then those taxpayers who
have been allocated a credit for the prior year [must] be allowed a
pro rata share of the remaining allocated credit up to $3.2 million. If
on March 15 of each year, the cumulative amount of tax credits re-
quested by qualifying taxpayers for the prior year exceeds $3.2 mil-
lion, then the $3.2 million in credits [must] be prorated among the
qualifying taxpayers who requested the credit.40
Any excess amount may be carried forward and claimed against
income taxes for the next five taxable years, if the amount of the
credit exceeds a taxpayer's liability for that year."
Furthermore, the statute requires that "[c]redits granted to a
partnership, limited liability company, or . . . []S corporation[]
[must] be allocated to the individual partners, members, or
shareholders, respectively, in proportion to their ownership inter-
ests in such business entities."42
The legislation requires a taxpayer to own the cargo at the time
the port facilities are used in order to claim the credit.4 3 "For eve-
ry year in which a taxpayer claims the credit, the taxpayer [must]
submit an application to the Virginia Port Authority by March 1
of the calendar year after the calendar year in which the increase
in port cargo occurs."4 4 The new statute sets forth the required in-
formation to be included in the taxpayer's credit application.
38. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(B)(2) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
39. Id.
40. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(C)(2) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
41. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(B)(3) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
42. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
43. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(B)(4) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
44. Id. § 58.1-439.12:10(C)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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D. International Trade Facility Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly created a new tax credit for either
a capital investment in an international trade facility or increas-
ing jobs related to an international trade facility.4 5
For taxable years beginning on and after January 1, 2011, but before
January 1, 2015 . . . [t]he amount of credit [available must be equal]
to either (i) $3,000 per qualified full-time employee that results from
increased qualified trade activities by the taxpayer or (ii) an amount
equal to [2%] of the capital investment made by the taxpayer to facil-
itate the increased qualified trade activities.46
In a tobacco-dependent locality, as defined in Virginia Code sec-
tion 58.1-439.13, if an international trade facility creates jobs or
makes capital investments, then it must be entitled to tax credits
twice the amount than otherwise available.4 7 The amount of the
credit allowed may not exceed 50% of the taxpayer's liability for
the taxable year and any unused credit may be carried forward
for ten years.
Taxpayers can elect either credit, but are not permitted to
claim both credits for the same activities that occur in a calendar
year.4 9 Additionally, no more than $250,000 in tax credits may be
issued in any fiscal year of Virginia.o "If the amount of tax cred-
its requested . . . exceeds $250,000, such credits shall be allocated
proportionately among all qualified taxpayers."" If the number of
qualified full-time employees in any of the five years succeeding
the taxable year in which a credit has been earned falls below the
average number of qualified full-time employees employed during
the credit year, the credit is subject to recapture.5 2 The legislation
provides a number of definitions that enable a taxpayer to deter-
mine what expenditures will qualify as a "capital investment,"
what constitutes a "new permanent full-time position" and a
45. Act of Mar. 10, 2011, ch. 49, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
439.12:06 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
46. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:06(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
47. Id. § 58.1-439.12:06(I) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
48. Id. § 58.1-439.12:06(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
49. Id. § 58.1.439.12:06(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
50. Id. § 58.1-439.12:06(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
51. Id.
52. Id. § 58.1-439.12:06(H) (Cum. Supp. 2011). This section sets forth the manner in
which the recapture provisions are implemented to reduce the credit amount previously
issued to the taxpayer. Id.
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"qualified full-time employee," as well as explaining what the leg-
islature intended to constitute as an "international trade facility"
and "qualified trade activities.""
E. Research and Development Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted Virginia's first general in-
come tax credit for research and development expenses." For
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, but before
January 1, 2016, the legislation allows individuals and businesses
to claim refundable income tax credits for qualified research and
development expenses." The credit is available in an amount
equal to:
(i) 15[%] of the first $167,000 in Virginia qualified research and de-
velopment expenses paid or incurred by the taxpayer during the tax-
able year or (ii) 20[%] of the first $175,000 in Virginia qualified re-
search and development expenses paid or incurred by the taxpayer
during the taxable year if the Virginia qualified research was con-
ducted in conjunction with a Virginia public or private college or
university, to the extent the expenses exceed the Virginia base
amount for the taxpayer. The total amount of credits granted for
each fiscal year . .. [is not permitted to] exceed $5 million.
Any taxpayer who claims a research and development expenses
credit will not be allowed to use the same expenses as the basis
for claiming any other Virginia tax credit." The new tax credit
statute also prohibits taxpayers from claiming the credit if the
otherwise qualified research and development expenses are "paid
for or incurred by a taxpayer for research conducted . . . on hu-
man cells or tissue derived from induced abortions or from stem
cells obtained from human embryos."" The legislation also directs
the Department of Taxation to develop guidelines specifying that
the credit will "not be refundable if the taxpayer conducts re-
53. Id. § 58.1-439.12:06(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
54. Act of Mar. 28, 2011, ch. 745, 2011 Va. Acts _(codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
439.12:08 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 28, 2011, ch. 742, 2011 Va. Acts (codified at
VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:08 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
55. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:08(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
56. Id.
57. Id. § 58.1-439.12:08(E) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
58. Id. § 58.1-439.12:08 editor's note (Cum. Supp. 2011). The provision does not apply
if the research was conducted using non-embryonic stem cells. Id.
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search . . . on human cells or tissue derived from induced abor-
tions or from stem cells obtained from human embryos."
F. Land Preservation Tax Credit Amended
The 2011 General Assembly continued the annual trend of ad-
dressing various issues involving the Land Preservation Tax
Credit when it passed a number of bills that impact the amount
of credit available for land preservation and made several chang-
es concerning the administration of the land preservation pro-
gram. First, the legislature amended Virginia Code section 58.1-
512(D)(4)(a) relating to the annual maximum cap of available
land preservation credits."0 Effective July 1, 2011, the annual
amount of land preservation credits that may be issued in any
calendar year by the Department of Taxation is $100 million plus
any previously issued credits that have been disallowed or invali-
dated by the Tax Department.6 1 In this same legislation, the Gen-
eral Assembly also approved a process that would allow a second
appraisal to be conducted in order to determine the fair market
value of a taxpayer's donation for purposes of the land preserva-
tion tax credit.6 2 The Tax Commissioner is specifically allocated
the power to require a donor to obtain a second appraisal if the
Tax Commissioner provides written notice to the donor within
thirty days of the filing of the application to receive credits.6 ' Ad-
ditionally, unless a donor has filed an appeal, the Tax Commis-
sioner must make a final determination within 180 days of such
notice .64
The legislature also amended Virginia Code section 58.1-
512(C)(1) to provide that a land preservation credit may "not be
reduced by amount of unused credit that could have been claimed
in a prior year by the taxpayer but was unclaimed."6 5 This legisla-
tion was intended to reverse a position taken by the Department
59. Id.
60. Act of Mar. 18, 2011, ch. 296, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-512(D)(4)(a) (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 16, 2011, ch. 212, 2011 Va. Acts
(codified as amended at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-512(D)(4)(a) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
61. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-512(D)(4)(a) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
62. Ch. 296, 2011 Va. Acts _; ch. 212, 2011 Va. Acts _.
63. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-512(D)(4)(a) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
64. Id.
65. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 377, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-512(C)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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of Taxation with respect to a taxpayer claiming a Virginia recy-
cling credit." In Public Document 99-48, a taxpayer had not
claimed a recycling credit in the year that it had been earned, and
the three-year period for amending the tax return had expired."
Although no refund could be granted for the expired year, the Tax
Commissioner allowed the taxpayer to claim the credit for the
purpose of claiming carryover credits in subsequent years for
which amended returns could be filed.66 However, the Tax Com-
missioner held that the carryover amounts had to be reduced by
the amount of credit that could have been claimed in the years for
which refunds were barred by the statute of limitations." As a re-
sult of this new legislation, Virginia law allows taxpayers to claim
credits in any order they wish."
The third change made to the land preservation program re-
quires the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
to include additional information on riparian buffers required by
deed restriction on land qualifying for the land preservation cred-
it in its annual report regarding land preservation credits."
G. Telework Expenses Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted an income tax credit for
expenses incurred by employers in allowing their employees to
telework pursuant to a telework agreement. 7 2 For tax years be-
ginning on or after January 1, 2012, and before January 1, 2014,
an income tax credit is available for employers incurring "eligible
telework expenses" in an amount up to $1200 for each participat-
66. See VA. DEP'T OF TAXATION, PUB. Doc. 99-48 (April 2, 1999) [hereinafter RULINGS
OF THE TAX COMM'R 99-48], available at http://www.policylibrary.tax.virginia.gov/OTP/pol
icy.nsf (follow "Rulings of the Tax Commissioner" hyperlink; then follow "1999" hyperlink;
then follow "P.D. 99-48" hyperlink). This legislation was part of the Virginia Bar Associa-
tion's legislative package for the 2011 General Assembly, sponsored by its Tax Section,
with the express intent to reverse the Tax Department's position on unused credits. 2011
Legislation Highlights, VBA NEWS J., Spring 2011, at 612.
67. RULINGS OF THE TAX COMM'R 99-48, supra note 66.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. See VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-512(C)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
71. Id. § 58.1-512(C)(2) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
72. Act of Mar. 23, 2011, ch. 417, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1.
439.12:07 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 23, 2011, ch. 409, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified at
VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:07 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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ing employee to begin to telework.7 3 Such expenses include, but
are not limited to: the purchase of computers, modems, data pro-
cessing equipment hardware and software, telecommunications
equipment, computer security software, and delivery and instal-
lation fees." In addition, a telework assessment may also be in-
cluded as an eligible telework expense so long as it does not cost
more than $20,000." The credit is capped at $50,000 per employ-
er for the 2012 and 2013 calendar years." The credit cannot be
carried back or carried forward."
In order to obtain the credit, an employer must "submit a res-
ervation application to the Tax Commissioner . .. between Sep-
tember 1 and October 31 of the year preceding the taxable year
for which the tax credit is . .. earned."" The Tax Commissioner
will then provide tentative approval of the application by Decem-
ber 31 of the year during which the employer submitted its appli-
cation; once the application and amount of credits have been ten-
tatively approved, the employer must make the approved
purchases during the following taxable year so it may receive the
credits." The telework expenses tax credit is capped at $1 million
annually for taxable years 2012 and 2013.8o "In the event the
credit amounts on the applications filed with the Tax Commis-
sioner exceed the maximum aggregate amount of tax credits, then
the tax credits shall be allocated on a pro rata basis" based on the
amounts contained in the timely filed applications by the eligible
employers."
H. Agricultural Best Management Practices Tax Credit Becomes a
Refundable Credit
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-339.3(C)(2) to enable an individual earning an agricultural
best management practices tax credit to receive a refund for 100%
73. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-439.12:07(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id. § 58.1-439.12:07(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
77. Id. § 58.1-439.12:07(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
78. Id. § 58.1-439.12:07(E) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
79. Id.
80. Id. § 58.1-439.12:07(F) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
81. Id.
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of the credit amount." Pursuant to the new legislation, the De-
partment of Taxation is required to issue the requested refund
within ninety days of the filing date of the tax return claiming the
refund." Nothing in the new law prohibits taxpayers who have
previously earned the credit but are carrying forward unused
credits from claiming a refund of unused carry over credits.8 4 The
legislation also enacts a new subsection E of Virginia Code sec-
tion 58.1-339.3 to permit pass-through entities to designate a
general partner, member-manager, or shareholder as a tax-
matters representative for purposes of interactions with the De-
partment of Taxation relating to the credit."
I. Farm Wineries and Vineyards Tax Credit Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted legislation creating an in-
come tax credit for establishing a new farm winery or vineyard or
improving upon an existing operation." For taxable years begin-
ning on or after January 1, 2011, a credit against Virginia per-
sonal and corporate income tax is available for "qualified capital
expenditures made in connection with the establishment of new
Virginia farm wineries or vineyards and capital improvements
made to existing Virginia farm wineries or vineyards." The cred-
it is equal to 25% of such capital expenditures." Qualified capital
expenditures are defined as:
[A]ll expenditures made by the taxpayer for the purchase and instal-
lation of barrels, bins, bottling equipment, capsuling equipment,
chemicals, corkers, crushers and destemmers, dirt, fermenters or
other recognized fermentation devices, fertilizer and soil amend-
ments, filters, grape harvesters, grape plants, hoses, irrigation
equipment, labeling equipment, poles, posts, presses, pumps, refrac-
82. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 352, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-339.3(C)(2) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
83. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-339.3(C)(2) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
84. Id.
85. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 352, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
339.3(E) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
86. Act of Mar. 16, 2011, ch. 226, 2011 Va. Acts (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
339.12(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 16, 2011, ch. 214, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at
VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-339.12(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
87. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-339.12(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
88. Id.
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tomers, refrigeration equipment, seeders, tanks, tractors, vats, weed-
ing and spraying equipment, wine tanks, and wire.89
Further, for a calendar year, the total amount of tax credits
available must not exceed $250,000.90 Unused credits may be car-
ried forward for ten years or "until the total credit amount has
been taken, whichever occurs first."91 Additionally, the credit may
"not be claimed to the extent the taxpayer has claimed a deduc-
tion for the same expenses for federal income tax purposes under
§ 179 of the [IRC], as amended."92
J. Livable Home Tax Credit Amended
The 2011 General Assembly amended the livable home credit
to allow a licensed contractor to take a credit against corporate or
personal income taxes for a portion of the total amount expended
in constructing new residences or retrofitting existing residences
for the purpose of improving accessibility or providing universal
visitability.9 3 The legislation also increases the maximum credit
from $2000 to $5000 for the purchase or construction of each new
residential structure or unit, or for retrofitting an existing resi-
dence. 94 Unused tax credits may be carried over for seven years
''or until the total amount of the tax credit issued has been taken,
whichever is sooner."9 5
Each year the Virginia Department of Housing and Community
Development ("DHCD") is required to "allocate $500,000 in tax
credits for the purchase or construction of new residences and
$500,000 in tax credits for the retrofitting or renovation of exist-
ing residences."96 Any portion of the $500,000 reserved for the
purchase or construction of a new residence that is not used shall
be allocated to the remaining balance of tax credits authorized for
the retrofitting or renovation of existing residences.9 7 Similarly,
89. Id. § 58.1-339.12(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
90. Id. § 58.1-339.12(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
91. Id. § 58.1-339.12(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
92. Id. § 58.1-339.12(F) (Cum. Supp. 2011); see also I.R.C. § 179 (2006 & Supp. III
2009).
93. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 365, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-339.7(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
94. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-339.7(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
95. Id. § 58.1-339.7(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
96. Id. § 58.1-339.7(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
97. Id.
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any portion of the $500,000 reserved for retrofitting or renovating
existing residences that is not used "shall allocate the remaining
balance of such tax credits for the purchase or construction of new
residences."" The DHCD shall pro rate the tax credits among the
eligible taxpayers on a pro rata basis if the total amount of tax
credits applied for exceeds the amounts allocated by the DHCD.9 9
The new legislation prohibits the issuance of credits for "trans-
actions or dealings between affiliated entities . . . to the same or
different persons [for] the same retrofitting, renovation, or con-
struction project[,]"' 00 or "for the purchase, construction, retrofit-
ting, or renovation of residential rental property."''
K. Long-Term Care Insurance Credit Expanded
Prior to January 1, 2011, the Virginia Code permitted a tax-
payer to claim a credit against their individual income tax liabil-
ity equal to 15% "for [qualified] long-term care insurance premi-
ums paid by the [taxpayer] during the taxable year pursuant to
an insurance policy entered into on or after January 1, 2006."10
In order to qualify, the premiums paid by a taxpayer must be for
long-term care insurance coverage for himself or herself.'0 3 Fur-
thermore, total credits allowed "over the life of any policy [could
not] exceed 15% of the amount of premiums paid for [during] the
first [twelve] months of coverage."10 4 The 2011 General Assembly
amended this last provision to increase the amount of the credit a
taxpayer may claim against personal income taxes for long-term
care insurance premiums to 30% of the amount paid. 5 To become
effective, this legislation must be reenacted by the General As-
sembly in the 2012 legislative session.106
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id. § 58.1-339.7(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
102. Id. § 58.1-339.11 (Repl. Vol. 2009).
103. Id.; see also I.R.C. § 7702(B)(b)(1) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
104. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-339.11 (Repl. Vol. 2009).
105. Act of Mar. 26, 2011, ch. 723, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-339.11(A) (Repl. Vol. 2011)).
106. Ch. 723, 2011 Va. Acts .
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L. Several Tax Credit Sunset Dates Extended
The 2011 General Assembly extended the sunset dates for
three different tax credits. First, the sunset date for the Virginia
Coal Employment and Production Incentive Tax Credit was ex-
tended from July 1, 2011 to July 1, 2016.10' Second, the sunset
date for the Clean Fuel Vehicle and Advanced Cellulosic Biofuels
Job Creation Tax Credit was extended from the 2011 taxable year
to the 2014 taxable year.os Third, the sunset date for corporate
and personal income tax credits available under the Neighbor-
hood Assistance Act Tax Credit program was extended from July
1, 2011 to July 1, 2014.109 The legislature also expanded the
Neighborhood Assistance Act Tax Credit to permit trusts to be el-
igible for this income tax credit"lo and to include pharmacists who
donate pharmaceutical services to patients of a non-profit free
clinic to qualify for this tax credit."'
III. RECENT SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY AFFECTING SALES
AND USE TAx
A. Exemption Enacted for Aircraft Purchased or Used By
Qualified Companies
The 2011 General Assembly enacted an exemption from the
Virginia Aircraft Sales and Use Tax for "any aircraft purchased or
used by a qualified company ... [that is] an aviation-related com-
pany, limited liability company, partnership, or a combination of
such entities that have a common ownership interest.""2 The leg-
islation also provides an exemption for any aircraft sold in Virgin-
107. Act of Mar. 18, 2011, ch. 294, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-433.1(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
108. Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 176, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-439.1(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
109. Act of Mar. 12, 2011, ch. 317, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-439.20(F) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
110. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 370, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-439.18 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
111. Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 132, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-439.22(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
112. Act of Mar. 24, 2011, ch. 492, 2011 Va. Acts -(codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
1505(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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ia but removed from the state within sixty days and registered
outside Virginia.1 1 3
The sales and use tax exemption for aircrafts purchased or
used by a qualified company begins on July 1, 2011 and ends De-
cember 31, 2014.114 Subsection D reads:
For purposes of this [exemption], a qualified company [is] an avia-
tion-related company, limited liability company, partnership, or a
combination of such entities that have a common ownership interest
through a parent, as direct or indirect subsidiary of a parent, or as
affiliated brother-sister entities that (i) is headquartered in [Virgin-
ia], (ii) between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2014, makes a
new capital investment of at least $4 million in aviation-related real
estate and real estate improvements in [Virginia] on publicly-owned,
public-use airports, (iii) between January 1, 2010, and December 31,
2014, creates at least [fifty] new jobs that pay at least one and a half
times the prevailing average wage in the locality in which the jobs
are located, (iv) owns or uses aircraft that are used primarily for in-
trastate, interstate, or foreign commerce, and (v) has entered into a
memorandum of understanding with the Virginia Economic Devel-
opment Partnership, after consultation with the Virginia Depart-
ment of Aviation, on or before December 31, 2014, that at a mini-
mum provides the details for determining the amount of capital
investment made and the number of new jobs created, the timeline
for achieving the capital investment and new job goals, the repay-
ment obligations should those goals not be achieved, and any condi-
tions under which repayment . . . may be required. If the aircraft is
removed from [Virginia] within [sixty] days of [its] purchase, the
time between the date of purchase and the removal of the aircraft
[is] not counted for purposes of determining whether the aircraft is
subject to [Virginia's] use tax imposed . . . on aircraft that are based
in the [state] for over [sixty] days in any [twelve] month period.' 15
B. Collection Requirement for Certain Contractors Amended
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-610 by adding a subsection G that treats "any person or enti-
ty primarily engaged in the business of furnishing and installing
tangible personal property that provides electronic or physical se-
curity on real property for the use of a financial institution [as] a
retailer of such property for purposes of the Virginia retail sales
113. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-1505(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
114. Id. § 58.1-1505(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
115. Id. § 58.1-1505(C)-(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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and use tax.""1 As a retailer, the business would be required to
collect the tax from purchasers, rather than the business paying
the tax on its purchase of the materials even in situations in
which such property is installed on real property that is not for
the use of a financial institution. 117
C. Agricultural Produce and Egg Exemption Enacted
The 2011 General Assembly enacted an exemption for agricul-
tural produce and eggs that are "raised and sold by an individual
at local farmers markets and [at] roadside stands, [provided the]
individual's annual income from such sales does not exceed
$1000.""s The legislation also exempts from the litter tax an "in-
dividual who raises and sells agricultural produce . . . in local
farmers markets or at roadside stands, provided that [the indi-
vidual's] annual income from such sales does not exceed $1000,
and that any container [the producer] provides to hold purchased
items has been previously used."1 1 9 Absent these exemptions, an
agricultural producer would have to register as a dealer and col-
lect and remit the tax due on these retail sales.
D. Certain Exemption Sunset Dates Extended
The 2011 General Assembly extended the sunset date for the
Virginia Retail Sales and Use Tax Exemption for "raw materials,
fuel, power, energy, supplies, machinery or tools or repair parts
therefor or replacement thereof, used directly in the drilling, ex-
traction, or processing of natural gas or oil and the reclamation of
the well area," from July 1, 1994 to July 1, 2016.120
The legislature also removed the sunset date of the sales and
use tax exemption for personal property involved in spaceport ac-
116. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 360, 2011 Va. Acts_ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-610(G) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
117. See VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-610(G) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
118. Act of Mar. 24, 2011, ch. 466, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA. CODE ANN. §§
58.1-609.2(7), -1707 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
119. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-1707(A)-(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
120. Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 183, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-609.3(12) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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tivities. 12 1 The sales and use tax exemption had been set to expire
on July 1, 2011.122
IV. RECENT SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY
AFFECTING STATE TAX ADMINISTRATION
A. Interest Accrual on Protested Tax Assessments May Be
Reduced
A taxpayer may contest an assessed state tax within ninety
days from the date of assessment by filing a written application
for correction with the Virginia Tax Commissioner.12 While the
taxpayer's application is undergoing consideration by the Tax
Commissioner, the Department of Taxation must refrain from col-
lecting the contested portion of the tax until a final decision is
made, unless the Tax Commissioner determines that collection is
in jeopardy.1 24 Interest accrues on the outstanding tax liability at
a rate established by Virginia Code section 58.1-15.125 Generally,
unless otherwise specifically provided, Virginia Code section 58.1-
15 provides that interest on omitted taxes and assessments is to
be computed at a rate equal to the rate published for federal un-
derpayments pursuant to IRC § 6621(a)(2) plus 2%.126 The federal
underpayment rate pursuant to § 6621(a)(2) is equal to the feder-
al short-term rate plus three percentage points.1 2 7 The 2011 Gen-
eral Assembly amended Virginia Code section 58.1-1822 to reduce
the interest rate in situations where the Tax Commissioner has
not decided an assessment appeal, filed by a taxpayer, pursuant
to Virginia Code section 58.1-1821, within nine months of the Tax
Department's receipt of the taxpayer's application for correc-
tion.' Specifically, for administrative assessment appeals filed
on or after July 1, 2011,
121. Act of Mar. 18, 2011, ch. 286, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-609.3(13) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
122. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-609.3(13) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
123. Id. § 58.1-1821 (Repl. Vol. 2009).
124. Id.
125. Id. § 58.1-15(A) (Repl. Vol. 2009).
126. Id.
127. I.R.C. § 6621(a)(2) (2006 & Supp. III 2009).
128. See Act of Mar. 18, 2011, ch. 295, 2011 Va. Acts (codified as amended at VA.
CODE ANN. § 58.1-1822 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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interest shall accrue on the outstanding liability at the rate pre-
scribed by § 58.1-15 until nine months from the date of assessment.
From nine months after the date of the related assessment until the
Tax Commissioner issues a determination under this section, inter-
est shall [accrue] at the "[flederal short-term rate" established pur-
suant to § 6621(b) of the IRC.129
The net effect of this legislation is to reduce the interest accru-
al rate charged on state tax assessments by 5% when the Tax De-
partment has not made a determination on a taxpayer's appeal of
an assessment. If the Tax Department "determines that any por-
tion of the assessment is correct . . . accrual of interest at the rate
prescribed in [Virginia Code section] 58.1-15 shall resume [thirty]
days after the date of the Tax Commissioner's action on the [tax-
payer's] application for correction."13
B. Tax Department Guidelines Provided Judicial Notice
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-205 to provide that tax bulletins, guidelines, and other pub-
lished documents by the Department of Taxation are to be ac-
corded judicial notice in court proceedings.1 3 1 The legislation does
nothing to prevent a party to litigation from offering contradict-
ing evidence or otherwise disputing the matter which is the sub-
ject of the document judicially noticed. The new legislation also
requires the Department of Taxation to publish tax bulletins and
guidelines and allows for posting these documents on the Tax De-
partment's website as a permitted publication method instead of
distribution to national and state tax services and other publica-
tions.132
C. Filing Tax Returns by Commercial Delivery
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-9 to recognize tax returns or payment of taxes that are re-
mitted "by means of a recognized commercial delivery service . ..
in a sealed envelope or container bearing . . . a confirmation of
129. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-1822 & editor's note (Cum. Supp. 2011) (codified at I.R.C. §
6621(b) (2006)).
130. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-1822 (Cum. Supp. 2011).
131. Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 800, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. §§ 58.1-204(4), -205(3) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
132. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-204(A), (C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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shipment on or before midnight of the day of [the] return," as
timely filed. 3 3 This legislation is intended to permit commercial
delivery service companies to receive the same treatment as the
U.S. Postal Service for purposes of determining when timely fil-
ing occurs. Under current law, a tax return or payment remitted
by mail and bearing a postmark from the U.S. Postal Service on
or before the due date is considered timely filed as of that day, re-
gardless of when the taxing entity actually receives the return or
payment.134 The amended statute treats tax returns or payment
of taxes that are remitted by means of a commercial delivery ser-
vice the same as returns and payments delivered by the U.S.
mail.'
PART TWO: TAXES ADMINISTERED BY LOCALITIES
CONCERNING REAL PROPERTY
V. REAL PROPERTY
A. Recent Significant Legislative Activity
1. Changes to Real Property Tax Assessment Procedures
The 2011 General Assembly made a number of changes to local
government real estate assessment proceedings, as well as other
administrative and procedural changes relating to real estate as-
sessment challenges by landowners. The first change pertains to
the burden of proof placed on a taxpayer who appeals an assess-
ment. Beginning on January 1, 2012, a taxpayer will have the
burden on appeal of rebutting the presumption that the valuation
determined by the assessor for local Virginia property tax pur-
poses is correct, and, for showing "by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the property . .. is valued at more than its fair market
value or that the assessment is not uniform in its application."13 6
133. Act of Mar. 22, 2011, ch. 368, 2011 Va. Acts (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-9(A) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
134. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-9(A) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
135. Id.
136. Act of Mar. 18. 2011, ch. 232, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. §§ 58.1-3331(E), -3379(B), -3984 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 184,
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In addition, the legislation provides that in any appeal of an
assessment by an owner of real property containing less than four
residential units, the assessor is required to provide written no-
tice to the owner at least forty-five days before the appeal inform-
ing him of his right "to review and obtain copies of all the assess-
ment records pertaining to the [assessor's] determination of fair
market value . .. [and] to request that the assessor make a physi-
cal examination of the subject property."137 The assessor will have
fifteen days from the written request of the property owner to
provide the assessment records or will be required to "present the
following into evidence . . . at the hearing: (i) copies of the as-
sessment records maintained by the assess[or] . . . (ii) testimony
[to] explain [] the methodologies [used] . . . to determine the as-
sessed value of the property, and (iii) testimony that states that
the assessed value was arrived at in accordance with generally
accepted appraisal practices."'3 8
In appeals to a circuit court, the taxpayer will be required to
make the written request for assessment records "no later than
[forty-five] days prior to trial," unless otherwise ordered by the
court.1 3 9 Nothing in these sections is to "be construed to change or
have any effect upon the presumptions, burdens, and standards
applicable to applications for the correction of erroneous assess-
ments of any local tax other than real property taxes."140
The 2011 General Assembly also clarified when a real estate
assessor may require an owner of real property with four or fewer
residential units that is operated in whole or in part as affordable
rental housing "to furnish to [the] assessor . . . statements of the
income and expenses attributable" to the property when the own-
er applies to the locality to have the real property assessed as af-
fordable rental housing for local property tax purposes.14 1
2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58.1-3331(E), -3379(B), -3984
(Cum. Supp. 2011)).
137. VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58.1-3331(E), -3379(B), -3984(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
138. Id. § 58.1-3379(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011) (providing that section 58.1-3379 is set out
twice; one section is applicable to tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2012 and the
other section is effective for tax years beginning before January 1, 2012).
139. Id. § 58.1-3984(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
140. Id. § 58.1-3984(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
141. Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 137, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3295(A)(3) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
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In another legislative change, the 2011 General Assembly clari-
fied that in local Virginia real property tax appeals, statements of
income and expense may be used "in a complaint before a board of
equalization . . . as long as [the statements are] submitted to the
board no later than the appeal filing deadline of [the] board."1 4 2
The 2011 General Assembly also amended Virginia Code sec-
tions 58.1-3219.4(C) and 58.1-3220(C) to require a local governing
board to provide written notification to land owners of partially
exempt property "located in a redevelopment or conservation area
or rehabilitation district" of the amount of the property that is ex-
empt from real property exemption.'4 3 For assessments for tax
years beginning on or after January 1, 2011, the local governing
body, in which partial exemptions for structures in redevelop-
ment or conservation areas or rehabilitation districts are availa-
ble must "provide written notification to the property owner of
the amount of the assessment of the property that will be exempt
from real property taxation and the period of [the] exemption."14 4
The new law also applies to real property in any locality in which
the governing body has provided for the partial exemption from
taxation of real estate on which any structure or other improve-
ment no less than fifteen years of age has undergone substantial
rehabilitation, renovation, or replacement for residential use.14 5
The "exempt amount shall be a covenant that runs with the
land for the period of the exemption," and local governing bodies
are prohibited from reducing that amount during the period of
the exemption unless the property owner has received written no-
tification from the local governing body or its designee "that the
exempt amount may be decreased during the period of [the] ex-
emption."'4 6 The partial exemption may not "result in totally ex-
empting the value of the structure." 4 7
142. Act of Mar. 16, 2011, ch. 200, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3294 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
143. Act of Mar. 24, 2011, ch. 423, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. §§ 58.1-3219.4(A), -3220(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
144. VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58.1-3219.4(A)-(C), -3220(B)-(C), -3220 editor's note (Cum.
Supp. 2011).
145. Id. §§ 58.1-3219.4(B), -3220(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
146. Id. §§ 58.1-3219.4(C), -3220(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
147. Id.
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2. Registered Virginia Landmark Buildings Are Now a Separate
Class of Property
The 2011 General Assembly enacted a new statute for the clas-
sification of certain historical buildings for tax purposes.1 4 8
"Buildings .. . listed on the Virginia Landmarks Register, not in-
cluding the real estate or land on which they are located, [have
been] declared to be a separate class of property," from all other
real estate for local taxation.'4 9 The legislation authorizes locali-
ties to tax this property at a lower rate than the general class of
real property, "so long as the building is maintained in a condi-
tion such that it retains the characteristics for which it was listed
on the Virginia Landmarks Register."'
3. Localities Provided Authority to Establish Criteria for Elderly
and Disabled for Real Property Tax Relief
The 2011 General Assembly enacted legislation that provides
the necessary statutory authorization required by the constitu-
tional amendment to article X, section 6(b) of the Virginia Consti-
tution, adopted in 2010, to permit local governments to establish
their own income or financial worth limitations for purposes of
granting real property tax relief for homeowners who are at least
sixty-five years old or permanently and totally disabled."'
If the governing body establishes an annual income limitation, an-
nual income [must] be computed by adding together the total income
received during the preceding calendar year, without regard to
whether a tax return is actually filed, by (i) owners of the dwelling
who use it as their principal residence, (ii) owner's relatives who live
in the dwelling, and (iii) at the option of each locality, nonrelatives of
the owner who live in the dwelling except for bona fide tenants or
bona fide paid caregivers of the owner. Income [is limited to] those
sources of gross income that are subject to tax under federal income
tax laws, regulations, rules, or policies. If the governing body estab-
lishes a net financial worth limitation, net financial worth [must] be
148. Act of Mar. 25, 2011, ch. 581, 2011 Va. Acts (codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-
3221.5 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 25, 2011, ch. 571, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified at VA.
CODE ANN. § 58.1-3221.5 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
149. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3221.5 (Cum. Supp. 2011).
150. Id.
151. Act of Mar. 24, 2011, ch. 496, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. §§ 58.1-3211.1(A), -3212 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Mar. 24, 2011, ch. 438, 2011 Va.
Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58.1-3211.1(A), -3212 (Cum. Supp.
2011)).
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computed by adding together the total net financial worth, including
the present value of all equitable interests, as of December 31 of the
immediately preceding calendar year, of the owners, and of the
spouse of any owner, of the dwelling.15 2
Localities that provide exemptions or deferrals are also author-
ized to exempt or defer the real property taxes on up to ten acres
of land where the qualifying dwelling is situated.'
4. Property Tax Exemption for Certain Disabled Veterans
The 2011 General Assembly enacted Virginia Code sections
58.1-3219.5 and 58.1-3219.6 to implement the statutory authori-
zation required by the constitutional amendment to article X, sec-
tion 6-A of the Virginia Constitution, adopted in 2010, to exempt
from property taxation real property that is the principal resi-
dence of a veteran (or a widow or widower of a veteran), if the
veteran "has been rated by the U.S. Department of Veterans Af-
fairs ... to have a 100[%] service-connected, permanent, and total
disability."'5 4 In addition, the land, which cannot exceed one acre,
upon which the dwelling is situated, would also be exempt from
taxation.'5 However, if the locality "provides for an exemption
from or deferral of real property taxes of more than one acre" for
the elderly and handicapped, the locality must "also provide an
exemption for the same number of acres" for veterans and surviv-
ing spouses."'
The legislation allows the surviving spouse of a veteran to be
eligible for the exemption "so long as the death of the veteran oc-
curs on or after January 1, 2011, the surviving spouse does not
remarry, and the surviving spouse continues to occupy the real
property as his principal place of residence."' 7 Application for the
exemption will be made pursuant to the procedures set out in
Virginia Code section 58.1-3219.6.15
152. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3212 (Cum. Supp. 2011).
153. Id.
154. Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 840, 2011 Va. Acts -(codified at VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58.1-
3219.5(A)-(B), -3219.6 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Apr. 6, 2011, ch. 769, 2011 Va. Acts
(codified at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3219.5(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
155. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3219.5(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
156. Id.
157. Id. § 58.1-3219.5(B) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
158. Id. § 58.1-3219.6 (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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B. Recent Significant Judicial Decisions
1. FFW Enterprises v. Fairfax County
In FFW Enterprise v. Fairfax County, the Supreme Court of
Virginia sustained a local ordinance that permitted a special tax
on commercial and industrial property within a transportation
district even though the tax did not apply to residential proper-
ties.'"' The court also held that the uniformity clause did not re-
quire a universal rule of conformity. 60 FFW Enterprise (the "Cor-
poration") owned commercially zoned property in Fairfax
County.16 ' The property assessed taxes pursuant to Virginia Code
sections 58.1-3221.3 and 58.1-435.162 The Corporation challenged
the constitutionality of these two tax statutes.16 3
The Corporation contended that the two provisions were facial-
ly unconstitutional because they were in violation of the uni-
formity clause of article X, section 1, of the Virginia Constitution.
The provisions imposed taxes on commercial and industrial real
properties within a county while excluding other property.164 The
Corporation urged the court "to adopt the 'rule of universality'
and to hold that the [uniformity clause] mandate[s] that all real
property" within a given jurisdiction be treated as a single, indi-
visible class for the purpose of taxation, except for the exceptions
specifically mentioned in the Virginia Constitution. 6 5 The Corpo-
ration additionally asserted that even if the General Assembly
did have the constitutional authority to classify real property
within a jurisdiction, the classifications used in the provisions
were unconstitutional because they lacked any reasonable ba-
siS.166
The court held that the authority to define and classify taxable
subjects was among the powers of the General Assembly express-
ly recognized by the Virginia Constitution.'6 7 The Corporation's
159. 280 Va. 583, 596, 701 S.E.2d 795, 803 (2010).
160. Id. at 593-94, 701 S.E.2d at 802.
161. Id. at 586, 701 S.E.2d at 797.
162. Id.
163. Id.
164. Id. at 589-90, 701 S.E.2d at 799.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 594, 701 S.E.2d at 802.
167. Id. at 592-93, 701 S.E.2d at 801-02.
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argument with respect to the "rule of universality" was "based
upon the incorrect premise that the [Virginia] Constitution dele-
gate[d] powers and specifi[ed] authority.""' In contrast to the
U.S. Constitution, the Virginia Constitution "[was] not a grant of
legislative powers to the General Assembly, but [was] a restrain-
ing instrument only, and except as to matters ceded to the federal
government, the legislative powers of the General Assembly
[were] without limit."1 6 9 Accordingly, the Supreme Court of Vir-
ginia held that "Virginia law [did] not support [the Corporation's]
argument that the [Virginia] Constitution contained an unstated,
implied ban on the ability of the General Assembly to classify
commercial and industrial real estate differently from other real
estate for taxation purposes."170
Because the Corporation presented a facial challenge to the
constitutionality of the tax classifications, it bore "the burden of
negating every basis that might [have] reasonably support [ed] the
General Assembly's presumptively constitutional decisions to
classify specified kinds of real property as objects of taxation."17
The Corporation, however, asserted that it needed only to demon-
strate that others who were untaxed would benefit from the
transportation improvements funded by the taxes.17 2 The court
held that this claim did not prove to be persuasive, and there was
no evidence in the record that others would benefit as much or
more from the improvements as the property owners in the taxed
class.1 73 Moreover, "a majority of the taxpayers subject to the tax
[in this case] have declared that they [would] benefit specially
from the proposed transportation improvements."17 4 The Corpora-
tion provided no other evidence to support its claim that the tax
classifications were "unreasonable or arbitrary."1 7 5
168. Id. at 593, 701 S.E.2d at 801.
169. Id. (quoting Harrison v. Day, 201 Va. 386, 396, 111 S.E.2d 504, 511 (1959)).
170. Id. at 593-94, 701 S.E.2d at 802.
171. Id. at 594, 701 S.E.2d at 802.
172. Id.
173. Id. at 595-96, 701 S.E.2d at 803.
174. Id. at 596, 701 S.E.2d at 803.
175. Id.
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2. TB Venture, L.L.C. v. Arlington County
In TB Venture, L.L.C. v. Arlington County, an appeal involving
a taxpayer's petition to correct erroneous local property tax as-
sessments, the Supreme Court of Virginia ruled that the taxpayer
failed to carry its burden to present evidence establishing the fair
market value of twenty-one condominium units."'6 The units were
part of a condominium development that consisted of residential
units and ground-level retail space.177 The agreement between the
condominium developer and the County required the units "to be
rented to qualifying, low-income households . . . and specifi[ed]
limitations on rental amounts and occupancy."
The taxpayer alleged that the County's assessments for the tax
years violated the applicable tax assessment provision because
they "were greatly in excess of 100% of the fair market value of
each of the [u]nits." 179 However, in order to satisfy the statutory
requirement of showing that the real property was assessed at
more than its fair market value, the taxpayer "was required to
produce evidence to show the fair market value of each individual
unit [because] . . . each condominium unit constitute [d] for all
purposes a separate parcel of real estate."so
The taxpayer's real estate appraisal expert did not separately
appraise each unit. Instead,
[h]e valued the twenty-one units as a whole and then allocated an
amount to each unit based on the unit's pro rata share of the overall
income . . because, in his opinion, there [was] no market for "one
rent-restricted" condominium. Similarly, [the taxpayer] argue[d] on
appeal that allocating each unit's fair market value pro rata based
on income [was] warranted "because income was] the only distin-
guishing feature that separate[d] these units."
The court acknowledged that market-driven impediments to
selling the units individually and limitations on the rental income
that could be realized may affect each unit's fair market value.18 2
Nevertheless, these factors "did not alter the statutory require-
176. 280 Va. 558, 560, 701 S.E.2d 791, 792 (2010).
177. Id.
178. Id. at 561, 701 S.E.2d at 792.
179. Id., 701 S.E.2d at 793 (internal quotation marks omitted).
180. Id. at 564, 701 S.E.2d at 794.
181. Id. at 565, 701 S.E.2d at 795.
182. Id.
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ment that condominiums be treated as separate parcels of real
estate and separately assessed" or the taxpayer's "burden to
establish each unit's fair market value in order to show that its
real property was assessed at more than [its] fair market val-
ue."183
3. Jackson Warehouse, L.P. v. City of Richmond
In Jackson Warehouse, L.P. v. City of Richmond, the Circuit
Court for the City of Richmond denied a landowner's petition
challenging the property tax assessment on its renovated ware-
house that had been converted to a residential apartment com-
plex for tax years 2005 through 2007.184 The City, after rejecting
the income approach and using a sales comparison approach, as-
sessed the value of the property at $2 million for each of the tax
years at issue in the case."' The court noted that "[t]he issues re-
volve[d] around the sales comparison approach which was used
and the income or income capitalization method which the land-
owner urge[d] should have been used."'s
The landowner asserted that the property is located in the City
in an area known as Shockoe Bottom, which is known to be flood-
prone and a significant factor for valuation. ' 7 The landlord for
the property also pointed out "that rents on the subject property
include[d] all utilities," some of which included in other rental
properties marketed as including utilities such as electric, cable
TV, and high-speed Internet.' 8 The City contended that in addi-
tion to using the sales approach in its valuations, it also utilized
the income approach through the use of a gross income multipli-
er."' The City Assessor testified that the multiplier served as a
"check" on the sales approach.' The City contended that its use
of the multiplier satisfied its obligation to consider, and properly
reject, all other approaches.' The circuit court agreed and held
183. Id.
184. 80 Va. Cir. 563, 536, 566 (2010) (Richmond City).
185. Id. at 563.
186. Id.
187. Id. at 564.
188. Id.
189. Id.
190. Id. at 564-65.
191. Id. at 564.
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the assessor did consider data concerning unique rent structure
necessary to perform appraisals. 19 2 While the landowner contend-
ed that "the income approach, and not the sales approach, [was]
the proper [method] to yield the fair market value, [the court stat-
ed] there was no right to a preferred method of valuation."1 93 Ac-
cordingly, the court stated that the City's tax assessment pre-
sumption of validity was preserved.19 4 The court also noted that
while valuation of property is an inexact science, the landowner
did not demonstrate any manifest error in the City's assess-
ment.1 95 The court denied the landowner's petition to correct the
assessment. 1 9 6
VI. RECENT SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY AFFECTING
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY: SEPARATE CLASS OF PROPERTY
CREATED FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE MACHINERY AND TOOLS
The 2011 General Assembly created a separate classification
for machinery and tools designed and used directly in manufac-
turing or processing materials, components, or equipment for na-
tional defense.1 97 Under this legislation, local governments would
be authorized to tax such machinery and tools at a rate that is
less than the rate generally applicable to machinery and tools.9
The legislation also authorizes local governments to establish, by
ordinance, local defense production zones including incentives
and regulatory flexibility for the design, development, or produc-
tion by a defense production business of materials, components,
or equipment for national defense.19 9
The new legislation defines a "defense production business" as
"a business engaged in the design, development, or production of
materials, components, or equipment required to meet the needs
192. Id.
193. Id.
194. Id.
195. Id.
196. Id.
197. Act of Apr. 29, 2011, ch. 877, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3508.4 (Cum. Supp. 2011)); Act of Apr. 29, 2011, ch. 875, 2011 Va. Acts
(codified as amended at VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3508.4 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
198. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3508.4 (Cum. Supp. 2011) (stating that "[t]he governing
body of any country, city, or town may levy a tax on such machinery and tools at a ... rate
["different"] from ... [t]he rate . [but may] not exceed that applicable to [other machin-
ery and tools]") (emphasis added).
199. Id. § 58.1-3853(A)-(B), (D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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of national defense."20 0 Localities would also be authorized to in-
clude under this definition any business that performs functions
ancillary to or in support of the design, development, or produc-
tion of such materials, components, or equipment. 201 The incen-
tives permissible under this new legislation include, but are not
limited to, reduction of permit fees, user fees, and any type of
gross receipts tax.20 2 Localities would be authorized to provide
such incentives for up to twenty years. 20 3 Local governing bodies
are also authorized to
enter into agreements for the payment of economic development in-
centive grants to defense production businesses located in defense
production zones with payment of the grants conditioned upon the
businesses making certain real property or capital investments, cre-
ating and maintaining new jobs, or performing or meeting other eco-
nomic development objectives. 204
In establishing defense production zones, localities are not pre-
cluded from also designating these areas as enterprise zones.2 0 5
Localities are also authorized to offer regulatory flexibility in
such zones, including, but not limited to: "(i) special zoning for the
district, (ii) permit process reform, (iii) exemption from ordinanc-
es, and (iv) any other incentive adopted by ordinance."2 0 6 Locali-
ties may offer these regulatory incentives for a period of up to
twenty years.2 0 7
VII. BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL, AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE TAX
A. Recent Legislative Activity
1. Local Business, Professional, and Occupational License
Exemption Allowed for Unprofitable Business
The 2011 General Assembly enacted a provision authorizing lo-
calities to "exempt, by ordinance," tax or fees of "any business
200. Id. § 58.1-3853(A) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
201. Id.
202. Id. § 58.1-3853(C) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
203. Id.
204. Id.
205. Id. § 58.1-3853(F) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
206. Id. § 58.1-3853(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
207. Id.
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that does not have an after-tax profit for the taxable year."2 08 The
legislation requires a business to offer its income tax return to the
local commissioner of the revenue as proof.20 9 Eligibility is deter-
mined annually, and the business owner must submit the appli-
cable income tax return.2 1 0 Absent this new exemption and a lo-
cality's implementing ordinance, a business is required to pay a
Business, Professional, and Occupational License ("BPOL") tax
that is on the gross receipts of the business, regardless of whether
the business is profitable or not for income tax purposes. 2 11
2. Business License Incentive Program Authorized
The 2011 General Assembly authorized a locality to establish
by ordinance a business license incentive program that may in-
clude an exemption, refund, rebate, or other relief from the Vir-
ginia local BPOL tax for a period of up to two years for businesses
that locate for the first time in the locality.2 12 A business is not
deemed to locate for the first time in a locality on the basis of
"merger, acquisition, similar business combination, name change,
or a change in business form."2 13
3. Localities Authorized to Offer BPOL Tax or Gross Receipts or
Taxable Income
The 2011 General Assembly provided localities with the option
to impose the BPOL "tax on [either] the gross receipts or the Vir-
ginia taxable income of a business,"2 14 except for certain public
service corporations.2 1 5 Public service corporations remain subject
to the normal BPOL tax base and rates.2 1 6
208. Act of Mar. 15, 2011, ch. 188, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3703(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
209. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
210. Id.
211. Id. § 58.1-3703(A) (Rep. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
212. Act of Mar. 9, 2011, ch. 25, 2011 Va. Acts - (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3703(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
213. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703(D) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
214. Act of Mar. 26, 2011, ch. 685, 2011 Va. Acts _ (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3702 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
215. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703(C)(1) (Cum. Supp. 2011).
216. See id.
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B. Recent Significant Judicial Decision: Ford Motor Credit Co.'s
BPOL Tax Must Be Apportioned
Local government's aggressive tax positions are again kept in
check by the Supreme Court of Virginia. In Ford Motor Credit Co.
v. Chesterfield County, the Supreme Court of Virginia reversed
the holding of the Circuit Court of Chesterfield County regarding
the local BPOL tax.2 17 The supreme court held that a multi-state
financial service provider's receipts from an office located in a
Virginia locality were not 100% attributable to the actions per-
formed in the office, when the loans originated in the Virginia of-
fice, but were funded and serviced through offices outside of Vir-
ginia.2 18 The decision continues the court's recent trend of
enforcing the BPOL tax apportionment provisions to prevent lo-
calities from seeking to tax gross receipts generated outside the
geographical boundaries of the locality.2 19
In 1996, the Virginia General Assembly reformed the BPOL
tax after a three-year study by a joint subcommittee. 2 2 0 A major
goal of the Virginia General Assembly's 1996 BPOL reform was to
provide state-wide uniformity of administration and interpreta-
tion of the BPOL tax. Since the reform was enacted, appeals of
BPOL tax to the Virginia Tax Commissioner have steadily de-
creased. 2 1 The decrease in appeals is possibly a sign that locali-
ties and the Virginia business community both understand how
the BPOL tax is properly administered.2 2 2
217. 281 Va. 321, 707 S.E.2d 311 (2011) (5-2 decision).
218. Id. at 326-30, 339-42, 707 S.E.2d at 313-16, 320-22. For a complete discussion of
the trial court's decision in this case, see Craig D. Bell, Annual Survey of Virginia Law:
Taxation, 45 U. RICH. L. REV. 377, 398-401 (2010).
219. See Craig D. Bell, Annual Survey of Virginia Law: Taxation, 44 U. RICH. L. REV.
599, 627-28 (2009).
220. Act of Apr. 6, 1996, ch. 720, 1996 Va. Acts 1247 (codified as amended in scattered
sections of VA. CODE ANN. tit. 58.1 (Cum. Supp. 1996)).
221. The number of BPOL appeal decisions decreased from 109 in 1997 to only nine in
2008. Craig D. Bell & J. Christian Tennant, Is Your Client Overpaying BPOL Tax?, VA.
LAW., Oct. 2009, at 24. Part of the BPOL reform was allowance of taxpayers to request ad-
visory rulings and appeal the results of local audits to the Virginia Tax Commissioner for
an impartial determination or review. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(5) (Repl. Vol. 2009
& Cum. Supp. 2011).
222. Bell & Tennant, supra note 221, at 24 ("The number of BPOL rulings and appeal
decisions . . . decreases significantly as the administration of the BPOL tax becomes more
standard or uniform across the state.").
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The Supreme Court of Virginia had its first opportunity to re-
view the reformed BPOL tax in 2009. In City of Lynchburg v.
English Construction Co., the supreme court restricted a locality's
ability to tax certain gross receipts earned by a local business. 223
The court determined that the Virginia Code did not provide lo-
calities with any authority to tax a business's gross receipts
earned in other localities where the business maintained a defi-
nite place of business.2 2 4 In this case, the City attempted to
"throw back" gross receipts earned by English Construction Com-
pany in a Virginia locality that did not impose the BPOL tax. 225
For purposes of the BPOL tax, the Virginia Code specifies that
as a general rule . . . gross receipts to be included in the taxable
measure shall be only those attributable to 'the exercise of a privi-
lege subject to licensure at a definite place of business."'2 2 6 Fur-
thermore, the Virginia Code "contains no language granting [any
locality] authority to levy a tax on gross receipts from services
performed by a contractor in other localities in which he has a
definite place of business."227 In English Construction, the City
sought such authority by implication.2 2 8 The court refused to rec-
ognize any authority to impose the tax by implication, and noted
that the City's interpretation renders parts of the Code meaning-
less and "ignores the clear legislative intent underlying the Gen-
eral Assembly's 1996 revision of the [BPOL] tax laws."22 9
English Construction is a very important case as it represents
the very principles espoused by the 1996 BPOL reform. The
BPOL tax should be uniformly administered by Virginia locali-
ties, and the gross receipts earned by Virginia businesses should
only be subject to the BPOL tax once. Now, in a relatively short
amount of time, English Construction has a sister case that both
Virginia businesses and Virginia localities may use for guidance.
In Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Chesterfield County, the Supreme
Court of Virginia again dealt with a locality imposing the BPOL
tax on gross receipts generated outside its geographical bounda-
223. 277 Va. 574, 583-84, 675 S.E.2d 197, 202 (2009).
224. Id.
225. Id. at 578-79, 675 S.E.2d at 199.
226. Id. at 583, 675 S.E.2d at 201 (quoting VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3) (Repl.
Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
227. Id. at 583-84, 675 S.E.2d at 202.
228. Id. at 584, 675 S.E.2d at 202.
229. Id.
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ries.2 30 The taxpayer, Ford Motor Credit Company ("FMCC"),
"was a financial services provider, primarily in the automobile
purchase or loan lessee environment." 23 1 The court stated that
[u]ntil its closing in 2007, the [County] Branch was one of FMCC's
300 sales branches and, at one time, was one of three operating in
[Virginia]. Approximately 75[%] of the [County] Branch's business
was . .. consumer financing for the purchase of vehicles . . . . The
[County] Branch was tasked with contacting and training dealers to
increase vehicle sales and the number of loans made by FMCC, ap-
proving loan applications, determining loan interest rates, and
providing programs and training for dealers concerning FMCC's fi-
nancing programs. During the period in question, the [County]
Branch reported to a regional office in Chantilly, Virginia, while of-
fices in Baltimore, Maryland, Nashville, Tennessee; Omaha, Ne-
braska; Mesa, Arizona; and Livonia, Michigan also played a role in
managing and administering loans that originated in FMCC's
[County] Branch . . . . FMCC also had centers that dealt with loans
originating in the [County] Branch, and elsewhere, that subsequent-
ly went into default.232
Typically, the County Branch "reviewed loan applications from
customers who sought to 'purchase or lease a vehicle' from a
[Ford Motor Company] dealership, and decided 'whether or not to
approve the loan . . . based on procedures set out by [FMCC
headquarters in] Dearborn,"' Michigan.2 33 The court noted that
while the County Branch sometimes determined interest rates for
well-qualified customers, "most of the interest rates were set by
the headquarters in Michigan." 234 In cases where the County
Branch approved a loan application, "it notified the dealership,
where the customer actually executed the installment loan con-
tract."2 35
The headquarters in Michigan wired funds electronically to the
dealership's bank account which were used to finance the cus-
tomer's purchase.2 3 6 After the documents were signed and re-
turned to the County Branch, all of the documents were forward-
ed to an office outside of the County, which then serviced the
230. 281 Va. 321, 326, 707 S.E.2d 311, 313 (2011).
231. Id. (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
232. Id. at 326-27, 707 S.E.2d at 313-14.
233. Id. at 328, 707 S.E.2d at 314.
234. Id.
235. Id.
236. Id.
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loan.2 37 The County Branch did not handle any aspect of the loan
after forwarding the documents to another office.2 3 8
The local Commissioner of Revenue determined that all of the
gross receipts of FMCC's loans were generated by the County
Branch and were not apportionable. 2 39 "Pursuant to [Virginia]
Code §§ 58.1-3702 and -3703(A), and Chesterfield County Code §
6-4, the [locality] levied BPOL taxes against FMCC in the
amounts of $327,137.85, $306,435.65, $432,620.96, and
$449,740.59 for the tax years 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004, respec-
tively."2 4 0 FMCC paid the taxes and applied for a refund, which
was denied.2 4 1 FMCC then filed suit in Chesterfield County Cir-
cuit Court and argued that the gross receipts should have been
apportioned to the County "to reflect the limited contribution of
[the County] Branch to [FMCC's] nationwide business."2 4 2 Ulti-
mately, the circuit court rejected FMCC's arguments by finding
that the County Branch's "marketing and closing operations gen-
erated gross receipts in the form of interest and fees," and the
other FMCC locations merely serviced and collected the gross re-
ceipts. 243
FMCC appealed the circuit court's ruling to the Supreme Court
of Virginia based on three issues. First, FMCC argued that the
County Branch's gross receipts were subject to apportionment.2 4 4
FMCC also argued that the gross receipts must be apportioned by
payroll, per Virginia Code section 58.1-3703.1(A)(3), as it was
''impractical or impossible to determine to which definite place of
business gross receipts should be attributed."2 45 Finally, FMCC
argued that it was entitled to a deduction under Virginia Code
section 58.1-3732(B)(2) as "[t]hat statute provide[d] that '[a]ny re-
ceipts attributable to business conducted in another state . .. in
which the taxpayer . . . is liable for an income or other tax based
237. Id.
238. Id.
239. Id. at 331-32; 707 S.E.2d at 316.
240. Id. at 325, 707 S.E.2d at 313.
241. Id. at 326, 707 S.E.2d at 313.
242. Id. (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
243. Id. at 332-33, 707 S.E.2d at 316-17 (citation omitted).
244. Id. at 336, 707 S.E.2d at 319.
245. Id. (quoting VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3)(b) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp.
2011) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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upon income [should be] deducted from gross receipts . . . that
would otherwise be taxable.'"-1
The Supreme Court of Virginia agreed with FMCC that the
gross receipts are subject to apportionment and should be appor-
tioned by payroll."' In its analysis, the court relied heavily on
City of Winchester v. American Woodmark Corp. (Woodmark 11).248
In Woodmark II, the supreme court previously determined under
the Commerce Clause that the City could not subject 100% of
American Woodmark's gross receipts to the BPOL tax.249 The
court reached this decision because American Woodmark's busi-
ness operations had twenty-four facilities, including manufactur-
ing and distribution centers as well as service and sales offices, in
thirteen different states, and only its corporate headquarters
were located in the City.25 0 The court held that the income the
City attributed to American Woodmark's operations conducted in
the City were out of proportion to, and had no rational relation-
ship to, the business transacted in the City.25 1 The court deter-
mined that "[c]ommon sense compell[ed] the conclusion that these
[out-of-jurisdiction] operations added value to American Wood-
mark's business product and were revenue producing activi-
ties."252 Furthermore, American Woodmark's "[in-the- City] opera-
tions could not possibly produce 100[%] of the revenues."25 3
Likewise, FMCC's operations in the County could not produce
100% of its gross receipts. 25 4 The locality essentially argued that
gross receipts were derived from the exercise of FMCC's licensed
privilege to conduct a financial services business as the gross re-
ceipts were generated when a loan was made to a customer.2 55
The court said, "[t]o accept the County's position . . . would mean
246. Id. at 342-43, 707 S.E.2d at 322-23 (quoting VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3732(B)(2)
(Repl. Vol. 2009)).
247. Id. at 342, 707 S.E.2d at 322. The Virginia Supreme Court remanded the issue
regarding the deduction to the circuit court to determine how much of a deduction FMCC
is entitled to under Virginia Code section 58.1-3732(B)(2). Id., 707 S.E.2d at 323.
248. City of Winchester v. Am. Woodwork Corp., 252 Va. 98, 471 S.E.2d 495 (1995).
249. Id. at 103, 471 S.E.2d at 498.
250. Id.
251. Id.
252. Id.
253. Id.
254. Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Chesterfield Cnty., 281 Va. 321, 340, 707 S.E.2d 311, 321
(2011).
255. Id. at 339, 707 S.E.2d at 321.
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that all services necessary to FMCC's deriving gross receipts from
its consumer installment and inventory financing operations were
provided at the [County] Branch."2 5 6 The court rejected the locali-
ty's argument since these were not the facts of the case. The court
noted that only a receivable was created in the County and not
gross receipts.2 5 7
Next, the court dealt with whether it was "impractical or im-
possible to determine to which definite place of business gross re-
ceipts should be attributed."2 58 An expert provided by FMCC at
trial testified that "[t]here's no way to take . . . one payment or
[$1] of interest . . . and distribute it among all of the activities
that may come into play on that loan."25 9 The locality did not con-
tradict this testimony at trial. The expert's testimony led the
court to "conclude that it would be impossible or, at least, imprac-
tical to perform that process on every one of the approximately
20,000 loans processed annually by [the] County Branch."2 60
Under the principles of BPOL reform, the meaning of the rele-
vant Virginia Code statutes is apparent. These statutes provide
an attribution rule that ensures only gross receipts from the per-
formance of services are included in the taxable measure if such
"gross receipts [are] attributed to the exercise of a privilege sub-
ject to licensure at a definite place of business within this juris-
diction."26 1 Such gross receipts are "attributed to the definite
place of business at which the services are performed or, if not
performed at any definite place of business, then to the definite
place of business from which the services are directed or con-
trolled."26 2 Thus, only gross receipts "directly attributable to the
taxable privilege exercised within this jurisdiction" may be
taxed.263
The locality tried to tax FMCC's gross receipts, not based on
what FMCC did in the locality, but based on all of the activities
performed by FMCC in connection with the administration, ser-
256. Id.
257. Id., 707 S.E.2d at 320-21.
258. Id. at 342, 707 S.E.2d at 322 (citing VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3)(a)(4) (Repl.
Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011) (internal quotation marks omitted).
259. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
260. Id.
261. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3)(a) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
262. Id. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3)(a)(4) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
263. Id. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(7)(d)(9) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011).
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vicing, and collection of its loan receivables, including those activ-
ities performed at its locations outside of the locality to generate
its gross receipts. 26 4 Essentially, the locality decided to ignore the
1996 BPOL tax reform attribution rules.26 5 Such autonomy is ex-
actly what the Virginia General Assembly sought to avoid in
1996, as it did not look to the many-headed-hydra of local gov-
ernment for this important role.2 66 Rather, it placed that function
squarely in the hands of the Virginia Department of Taxation.2 6 7
Now with two opinions from the Supreme Court of Virginia re-
garding the BPOL tax issued within two years of each other,
businesses and localities have been provided with helpful guid-
ance that enunciates the changes the Virginia General Assembly
made to the BPOL tax in 1996. In general, all Virginia localities
should understand that if a business's gross receipts are attribut-
able to operations conducted outside of the locality, the locality
may not tax all of the gross receipts unless it has specific statuto-
ry authority in the Virginia Code to do so, and only when the
Commerce Clause is not violated.6
VIII. MISCELLANEOUS LOCAL TAXES
A. Recent Legislation Impacting Local Tax Collections
The 2011 General Assembly amended Virginia Code section
58.1-3919.1 to reduce the period of delinquency before which pri-
vate collection agents may be used to collect delinquent local tax-
es from six months to three months. 2" The legislation also re-
moved the exclusion of local real property taxes from the local
taxes that a treasurer may refer to private collection agents for
collection. 2" As a result of this legislation local treasurers may
now refer real estate taxes to private collection agents.
264. See Ford Motor Credit Co., 281 Va. at 339-40, 707 S.E.2d at 321.
265. See id. at 340, 707 S.E.2d at 321 (citing VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3703.1(A)(3)(a)
(Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
266. Act of Apr. 6, 1996, ch. 720, 1996 Va. Acts 1247, 1249 (codified as amended at VA.
CODE ANN. § 58.1-3701 (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
267. Id.
268. City of Winchester v. Am. Woodmark Corp., 252 Va. 98, 101-04, 471 S.E.2d 495,
497-99 (1995).
269. Act of Mar. 23, 2011, ch. 383, 2011 Va. Acts- (codified as amended at VA. CODE
ANN. § 58.1-3919.1 (Cum. Supp. 2011)).
270. VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-3919.1 (Cum. Supp. 2011).
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B. Recent Significant Opinion of the Attorney General:
Recordation Taxes Due on Deed Debt, Not Market Value
The Clerk of the Circuit Court of Henrico County inquired of
the Attorney General, about "an apparent conflict between the
Code of Virginia and the Virginia Administrative Code, [regard-
ing] how to calculate the recordation tax on deeds of trust when
the amount secured under the deed is greater than the fair mar-
ket value of the property subject to the deed."2 71 In response, the
Attorney General opined that the amount of recordation tax due
from a real property sale should be based on the deed of trust
debt yet to be paid, not the fair market value of the property. 2 72
The Attorney General stated that the Virginia Code section 58.1-
803(A) requires a fair market value calculation when the debt on
a property cannot be ascertained, but the Virginia Code is silent
as to the recordation tax base when the amount of indebtedness is
known. 2 73 The Attorney General noted that "[t]he underlying pur-
pose of the statute confirms that the recordation tax is ordinarily
to be based on the amount stated in the obligations that are se-
cured, not the fair market value of the property."27 4 After examin-
ing the relevant Virginia Code language, pertinent regulations,
and previous attorney general and state tax commissioner opin-
ions, the Attorney General concluded that if the amount of debt is
known, such debt becomes the basis for the recordation tax calcu-
lation.275
271. Op. to Hon. Yvonne G. Smith (May 27, 2011).
272. Id.
273. Id. (citing VA. CODE ANN. § 58.1-803(A) (Repl. Vol. 2009 & Cum. Supp. 2011)).
274. Id.
275. Id.
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